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1. What is an Interstate Compact?

An interstate compact is a contractual agreement between states that is similar to a treaty. It binds states contractually and the obligation created by a compact is protected from impairment by the "contracts clause" of the Constitution.

2. What would the Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact do?

The Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact would support a strong legal argument that it is a federal crime for anyone, including federal officials, to interfere with a state's health care freedom laws, such as a law modeled on ALEC's Health Care Freedom Act. Enforcing the individual mandate of the Federal Health Reform law would be illegal within the compacting states.

3. Why an Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact?

Because it can actually work. Unlike efforts to "nullify" the individual mandate of the Federal Health Reform law, the Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact would have the ability to displace the individual mandate as a matter of state and federal law. This is because the Compact is authorized by an existing federal statute that gives preapproval to interstate compacts that coordinate criminal laws. Federal courts have ruled that Congress can effectively pre-approve interstate compacts. Federal courts have also ruled that congressionally-approved interstate compacts are the equivalent of federal law. These court rulings support a strong legal argument that the Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact will trump conflicting federal laws, such as the individual mandate, when the compact becomes effective. The Health Care Freedom Compact combines state sovereignty with the power of federal law to restrain the federal government.

4. What will make the Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact Effective?

For the Health Care Freedom Compact to be effective, a compacting state must a) enact a health care freedom law, b) make it a crime for anyone to interfere with its health care freedom law, c) authorize and direct the Governor to enter into the Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact with at least one other state (both states must agree to identical language), and d) lodge the compact with Congress, when at least two states adopt it. Steps a), b) and c) can take place in any order, but the Compact will be ineffective until they all take place in at least two compacting states.
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